
Let's Make Beautiful Things Together

Where to Start?

First confirm you have all card elements and pre-plan your card layout. 
Just to get an idea of how you want it to look.

Contents:

1 Ivory card base 
7 Ivory strips
1 Wish I Could Hug You die cut and 
   ivory backer set
3 Dandelion die cuts (2 ivory, 1 gold)
1 Kraft panel
7 Foam strips (adhesive backed)
1 Envelope liner
1 Coordinating envelope*
1 Mailing Liner** (mailing liner only 
   needed if you mail your card)

Kit B 

Just some info: ADHERE means to stick
your card elements together using a tape
runner, a double sided tape, a liquid craft
glue or any combination of those. If I
specify a type of adhesive, that’s because
the situation will work BEST using the
recommended adhesive. But you can
always just use what you have!



Let’s begin by adhering the Wish I Could Hug You die cut to the
ivory backer. Use small dots of liquid glue on the back of the
words. Tap any excess off onto a scratch paper to help keep any
extra glue from squishing out. It should line up with the edges
leaving an even border of ivory showing along each edge. To
add the dot for the ‘ i ‘, I suggest putting a small dot of liquid glue
onto the ivory backer and then set the dot onto the glue. (the
example picture shows a heart inside the letter ‘d’. Your kit does
not include that, I’m sorry for any confusion)
Next, remove the release paper and add the foam strips to the
back of each ivory strip. (optional- cut 2 small pieces of foam
from the strips to use later with the dandelions)
Now you will add the foam backed ivory strips to the card base. I
recommend a light application of liquid glue to allow you to
adjust the position. Begin by adhering one strip to the far left
position, leaving an even border showing along the side and
top/bottom. See example picture for placement ideas.
Now repeat this for the strip that will sit on the far right. Leave
an even border showing along the side and top/bottom.
Continue adhering the strips one at a time, working your way to
the center. Leave an even border between each strip and align
them at the top and bottom.
Now adhere the Wish I Could Hug You sentiment to the front of
the card. See example picture for placement ideas.
To finish the front of the card, tuck the dandelion die cuts
behind the sentiment and glue in place. (optional- use foam to
pop up the dandelion heads for added dimension)

Let’s Begin!

We’ll construct the card front first. 

You’ll need the Wish I Could Hug You die cut and backer, the 7
ivory strips, the dandelion die cuts and the foam strips.
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Thank you so much for crafting with me!
Don't forget to use the hashtag #sandiscardscreations on

instagram to share your finished product and be featured
in my story!

*Confirm postage needed when mailing
 

sample picture of envelope liner

Adhere the kraft panel to the inside of the card base making sure to leave
an even border of ivory showing along each edge. 
For the envelope, slide the envelope liner into the envelope. Align the
score line of the patterned paper with the fold line of the closing flap.
The pattern should be facing you so it’s seen when the envelope is
opened. Adhere the dandelion liner to the envelope along the top edges.
See sample picture for adhesive placement.
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That's it! Now let’s decorate the inside of the card.


